Void Mage Deatrice

(Insight: Void Mage Deatrice is unstable and unpredictable. Approach with caution. She is one of the highest tier mages with ties to Nyx and Fortuna. What do you know about those two?)

Place an NPC token in the middle of the room with the altar. This is Void Mage Deatrice.

You notice the woman, in purple and black robes, giving off a wild array of purples, pinks, blacks, and deep blues as an chaotic-energy based aura. She's shaking with emotion as she analyzes the altar. Do you approach?

"Hello lovelies. Don't you want some power? The gods have so much power. I have power too. Don't you want some?"

If yes: Roll a d20 for each player. Twice the result is taken in chaotic damage. This should be treated as physical damage, but all resistances to other damage types apply here as well. For all heroes that survive, gain levels equal to the result.

If no: "How dare you. Now you stare down the face of that power first hand. Nyx and Fortuna don't approve of those who are too foolish to resist the truest forms of power. Die."

All heroes take 25 chaotic damage. This should be treated as physical damage, but all resistances to other damage types apply here as well. All standard death and wiping mechanics apply.

She vanishes in a burst of multi-shaded smoke. You get the feeling that won't be the last you see of her. Don't forget what you learned today.